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A B S T R A C T

Querying any point-of-interest (POI) in anywhere is a major part of location-based services (LBS) and has been
applied to diverse wireless and/or mobile networks for realizing seamless services and mobile and ubiquitous
computing. In particular, designing an efficient query processing scheme is admittedly challenging in mobile ad
hoc networks (MANETs) because of the lack of centralized coordination, limited computing and communication
capabilities, and time-varying network topologies. Unlike traditional stationary POIs, it also becomes challen-
ging to consider mobile POIs that can invalidate prior query result. To address these challenges, we propose a set
of query processing strategies based on a validity region to efficiently update the freshness of the queried POI
and reduce the query traffic in MANETs. We first present and analyze time- and location-sensitive query types in
the presence of static and mobile POIs and identify their corresponding query processing operations and im-
plications. A time-sensitive query targets a POI containing a time-varying information while a location-sensitive
query retrieves a location information. In this paper, we focus on location-sensitive query for both static and
mobile POIs. Unlike a static POI, which is stationary and never changes its location, a mobile POI refers to a
moving object and its location information is time varying. Then we propose basic rectangle and convex hull
based validity regions and their corresponding query processing operations, and extend them by combining both
techniques and considering an opportunistic overhearing. We also propose two more techniques in forming
validity region for mobile POIs and their corresponding query processing operations to flexibly approximate the
validity region. We conduct extensive simulation experiments using the OMNeT++ for performance evaluation
and analysis, in which an infrastructure-based query processing approach is modified to work in MANETs for
performance comparison. The simulation results indicate that the validity region based query processing stra-
tegies can reduce the number of queries and increase the time staying in the validity region.

1. Introduction

With increasingly popular in recent wireless, mobile, and location-
aware devices, users are able to query any point-of-interest (POI) as a
major part of location-based services (LBS) supported by ubiquitous
communication infrastructure. For example, a user walking in a street
queries a coffee shop, or a driver in a vehicle equipped with an on-
board global positioning system (GPS) queries the nearest gas-station.
They are all supported by 3G/4G or roadside unit (RSU) (e.g., an access
point, an infostation [1], or a message relaybox [2]) located along the
road that acts as a gateway to an infrastructure-based network, where a
centralized server searches the queried POI and answers a set of query
results back. A good deal of effort has been devoted into the designing
of query processing strategies [3–15] applied to diverse wireless and/or

mobile networks to realize seamless services and mobile and pervasive
computing.

Although 3G/4G high speed wireless networks are increasingly
popular, many areas are still remained uncovered, such as an urban or
remotely isolated area. The current infrastructure could even be col-
lapsed and unavailable due to the disasters including recent hurricanes
and earthquakes. For example, emergency communications and queries
among rescue people can be conducted through single- and multi-hop
relays without the help of infrastructure [3–5,9]. In this paper, we in-
vestigate query processing strategies in mobile ad hoc networks
(MANETs) facing with two key challenges. First, due to the lack of
centralized coordination, limited computing and communication cap-
abilities, and time-varying network topologies, it is admittedly chal-
lenging to design an efficient query processing scheme in MANETs. In
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query processing, when a user (later node) broadcasts a query to collect
an object information what it is interested (e.g., POI), it may receive
more than one query reply as a query result if multiple nodes can an-
swer the query. Unlike an infrastructure-based network, where the
query can directly be sent to and responded from a centralized server,
the query is often flooded to the rest of nodes through multi-hop relays
in the network. Thus, a blind query broadcast operation followed by a
series of unconditional query forwarding operations is inefficient and
even harmful because of redundant query retransmissions, causing
query contentions and collisions [16].This could consume a significant
amount of battery energy because wireless communication could be
responsible for more than half of the total energy consumption [17]. In
addition, when a node intends to reply a query result by unicasting it
back to the query sender, unlike a wired network, all one hop neighbor
nodes can still overhear the query result, as if it is a broadcast packet
[16]. Thus, it is critical to reduce the number of broadcasted queries
without degrading the validity of query result. Second, unlike tradi-
tional stationary POIs, it is also challenging to consider mobile POIs in
designing query processing schemes in MANETs. This is because the
mobility of POIs may invalidate prior query result. The query gen-
erating node in fact even does not aware whether the query result be-
comes obsolete. Thus, how to efficiently update the freshness of query
results and when to judiciously re-generate a new query also become
critical.

To address these challenges, we propose a set of query processing
strategies based on a validity region, called VRSense, to efficiently up-
date the freshness of queried data and reduce the query traffic in the
presence of static and mobile POIs in MANETs. A validity region is
defined as a virtual area where a query result remains the same as long
as a query issuing node is located within the area. Several validity re-
gions and variants based querying techniques [15,18–20] have been
proposed to improve query performance and reduce query traffic.
However, most approaches still rely on an infrastructure-based network
with a centralized server in forming a validity region. They may not
directly be applied to an infrastructure-less network, where each node
is required to build its region in a distributed manner. Our contributions
are briefly summarized in three-fold:

• We first present both time- and location-sensitive query types in the
presence of static and mobile POIs without deploying a validity
region based approach in MANETs. Then we provide a set of query
scenarios, identify its corresponding query processing operations,
and analyze its query processing implications.

• Second, we investigate a validity region based query processing
approach and propose basic rectangle (Rect) and convex hull (Conv)
based validity regions and their corresponding query processing
operations. We also extend them by adaptively combining both
techniques (Adapt) and considering an opportunistic overhearing
(Adapt:Ovhr). In addition, we modify the safe exit algorithm [20],
deployed in an infrastructure-based query processing scheme
(Greedy), to work in MANETs for the purpose of performance com-
parison.

• Third, we observe the mobility of POIs and its impact on the validity
region in MANETs. Then we propose both reduced (Reduced) and
probabilistic (Prob) techniques and their corresponding query pro-
cessing operations (Reduced – Rect/Conv/Adapt/Adapt:Ovhr and Prob
– Rect/Conv/Adapt/Adapt:Ovhr) to flexibly approximate the validity
region in the presence of mobile POIs.

We conduct extensive simulation experiments using the OMNeT+
+ [21] for performance comparison and analysis in terms of the
number of queries and the time spent in the validity region. The si-
mulation results indicate that the convex hull based approaches, Adapt
and Adapt:Ovhr, can reduce the number of queries and increase the
time spent in the validity region during the query processing opera-
tions. The Reduced and Prob applied to the proposed query processing

strategies can further improve the query performance with mobile POIs.
Note that this paper is significantly extended1 based on our initial work
[22].

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Prior query processing
approaches are comprehensively reviewed and analyzed in
Section 2.The basic query operation and time- and location-sensitive
query operations are presented in Section 3. A set of validity region-
based query processing strategies with static and mobile POIs is pre-
sented in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 is devoted to per-
formance evaluation and analysis. Finally, we further discuss the po-
tential issues of query processing in MANETs followed by conclusion in
Sections 7 and 8, respectively.

2. Related work

In this section, we comprehensively review prior non-region based
querying approaches in terms of top-k query and k nearest neighbor
(kNN) query, and then analyze region based querying approaches in
diverse wireless and/or mobile networks.

Top-k query: Top-k query retrieves the k number of data items,
ordered by the score based on a target attribute, from adjacent nodes in
the network. A query issuing node floods a query to the rest of nodes in
the network. When a node receives the query, it evaluates the score of
locally stored data items and replies them that meet the queried score
back to the query issuing node. The query issuing node selects the k
highest scored data items from received data items. Since replying data
items from multiple nodes may incur a reply storm problem, a two-
phase top-k query method is proposed to reduce the query reply traffic
without hurting the query accuracy in MANETs: search and data col-
lection [3]. In the search phase, a query issuing node floods a query,
collects the score information of data items, and sets the k-th highest
score as a threshold. In the data collection phase, the query issuing node
floods the query piggybacking the threshold, and each node replies its
corresponding data items scored higher or equal to the threshold. In
[4], each node maintains a routing table containing a rank of data items
based on the score in MANETs. A query is not blindly flooded but can be
forwarded to a set of replying candidate nodes, reducing the traffic of
queries and replied data items. Due to the frequent link disconnections
and score changes, however, there is a non-negligible communication
overhead to update the routing table. A query routing scheme is pro-
posed to handle top-k query incorporating a clustering framework and a
data replication [5] in MANETs. A set of cluster head nodes holding
high rank data items is selected and a query is propagated between
head nodes to reduce the traffic of queries and replied data items.
Periodic ranking updates and corresponding re-selecting head nodes
may incur a non-negligible communication overhead.

k Nearest neighbor query: k nearest neighbor (kNN) query sear-
ches data items from the k nearest neighbor nodes located adjacent to a
query point, where a query issuing node floods a query. In [6–8], sev-
eral kNN query processing strategies are proposed either with a tree-
based search structure or without structure in wireless sensor networks
(WSNs), where each node is aware of its location and neighbor no-
des.The basic idea is that a search space is partitioned into multiple sub-
areas (i.e., sectors) in the network, where each local coordinator node
collects and transmits partial data items or results to the query issuing
node. In [9], variants of kNN query processing strategies such as Ex-
plosion and Spiral are also proposed in MANETs, where a geo-routing is
deployed to forward a kNN query to the node located nearest to the
query point. The kNN query is further extended by considering a

1 The key extensions have been made by presenting time- and location-sensitive query
scenarios with static and mobile POIs and their corresponding query operations for mo-
tivating the proposed research, proposing two region-based techniques in forming a va-
lidity region and applying them into four proposed query operations for flexible validity
region, completely re-evaluating all the proposed schemes for performance evaluation
and analysis, and identifying two potential research issues for discussion.
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distance constraint, −l kNN, in mobile sensor networks (MSNs) [10],
where a query is searched by at least k sensors located at least an l
distance apart each other. This approach is proposed to avoid in re-
ceiving query results collected in a skewed area.

Region-based query: Spatial query collects a location information
of static objects (e.g., POIs) located around mobile nodes in the net-
work. A query issuing node continuously sends a query to a server to
refresh the information whenever its location is updated, but this can
cause high query traffic. To reduce redundant queries that request the
same information, the server sets a validity region and return it to the
query issuing node. The validity region is a geographical area where the
information is not updated as long as the query issuing node is located
within the area. Thus, the query issuing node is able to decide whether
to issue an additional query by verifying whether its current location is
still within the validity region. A validity region-based spatial query
approach [11] and its variants have been proposed in diverse networks.
In particular, several spatial query strategies have been proposed based
on the mobility of query issuing node and/or POIs in vehicular ad hoc
networks (VANETs) [20]. Similar to the validity region, a server sets a
safety region bounded by a set of exit points in terms of road segments.
When a vehicle moves and passes an exit point, it retransmits a query to
update the query result. The server also updates the exit points based on
the mobility of query issuing vehicle. An enhanced approach is further
applied to a dynamic road network environment [12], where a direct
road network is considered. This approach is different from prior
schemes that implicitly assume an undirected network [13] because the
infrastructure-based network does not always support bi-directional
movements in real. Unlike a query for stationary POIs, a continuous
spatial query monitors moving POIs and refresh query result. A generic
framework is proposed to efficiently reduce the cost of location update
and query evaluation using a rectangular shaped safe region, where the
query result is not affected, in infrastructure-supported networks [14].
Since the shape of safe region directly impacts the query performance, a
range safe region is proposed for moving range queries to reduce the
frequency of query location [15]. To realize this, the size of the original
safe region of query issuing node is extended by overlapping multiple
safe regions.

In summary, prior region-based query processing approaches may
not directly be applied to MANETs, where the network topology varies
because of the node mobility. Due to the lack of centralized coordina-
tion, prior continuous spatial query processing approaches may not also
be applicable in the presence of mobile POIs in infrastructure-less
MANETs.

3. Query operations

In this section, we first briefly present a basic query operation and
then analyze time- and location-sensitive query operations in MANETs.

3.1. Basic query operation

When a node generates a query, it floods the query to the network to
collect the location information of interested query objects (e.g., POIs).
Each node is assumed to equip an on-board global positioning system
(GPS) and is aware of the current location.Each node freely moves
under the mobility model (e.g., random waypoint mobility) in the
network. Since a blind flooding of query incurs a non-negligible query
traffic, a controlled flooding in terms of number of hops is deployed to
reduce query traffic in this paper. For example, a query is flooded to the
nodes located within the maximum three hops from a query issuing
node. The POIs can be diverse including but not limited to any geo-
graphical spot, plant, animal, wildfire, and moving vehicle depending
on the target applications, such as collaborative exploration, search and
rescue, disaster recovery, surveillance, etc. The POIs can be classified
into a set of types (Qtype) and are assumed to uniformly be distributed in
the network. When a node receives the query, it searches the queried

POI. If the node can find or witness the queried POI, it replies the
current location as a query result. Note that since the node may not
return the exact location of queried POI without additional device or
communication overhead, we consider that the queried POI can be
detected as far as it is located within the communication range of node.
A single or multiple number of POI types can be searched in a single
query. In Fig. 1, a node (e.g., na) floods a query and two nodes (e.g., nb
and nc) closely located to queried objects reply their current location as
a query result.

3.2. Time- and location-Sensitive query operations

Since the information of queried POI may be time- or location-
sensitive, we investigate two different queries and how they affect the
query operation and validity of query result. First, a time-sensitive
query targets a POI containing a time-varying information and may
affect the validity of prior query result that has been sent to a query
issuing node. In order to maintain the validity of query result, the query
issuing or replying node needs to periodically flood a query or reply the
updated query result, respectively. In Fig. 2(a), both nb and nc peri-
odically interact or measure the queried POI and forward their query
result to na. For instance, a set of wireless sensors are deployed for a
wildfire monitoring system, where each sensor periodically senses the
current temperature and sends it to a sink through multi-hop relays.
Then the sink can actively monitor the specific region where sensors
reply higher temperature, suspect a wildfire, and send back additional
queries. A good deal of research effort has been devoted for how to
efficiently collect the information of POIs while minimizing the query
traffic in wireless multi-hop networks, where k nearest neighbors
(kNNs) or top-k query processing techniques [3,9] are often deployed.
Note that if a query replying node moves away from the queried POI,
then the query issuing node needs to flood a query again to search
another query replying node to maintain the validity of query result.In
Fig. 2(b), na re-floods a query when it does not receive any further
query result from nb because of its mobility.

Fig. 1. An example of query operation in a MANET. Here, a query replying node is shaded
and a queried POI is marked as a star. A direction of query propagated and the com-
munication range of node are represented by a dashed arrow and a dash-dotted line,
respectively.

Fig. 2. A query for a time-sensitive POI. Here, a query reply is represented as a solid
arrow.
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Second, a location-sensitive query is to retrieve a location in-
formation of static or mobile POI. The location information of static POI
is not changed or does not change in a short period of time, such as
geographical spots.When a node receives a query, it replies the current
location as a query result if the queried POI can be detected.The mo-
bility of query replying node does not affect the validity of query result.
Thus, a query issuing node sends a query only when it moves away from
the queried POI and needs a new query result. A query replying node
also replies a query result only once. In Fig. 3(a), although nb moves
away from the queried POI, na does not issue an additional query. In
fact, na does not know whether nb has been moved away from the POI.
In mobile POI, however, we refer a moving object and its location in-
formation is time-varying. In a military application, for example, a
mobile POI can be a soldier, tank, or unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). It
is hard to keep track of mobile POI and update the query issuing node of
location information, incurring significant communication overhead. In
this paper, we consider two cases depending on whether mobile POI
moves within or out of the communication range of query replying node
as shown in Fig. 3(b). If a mobile POI moves within the communication
range, the query result what nb has sent to na is still valid.If a mobile
POI moves out of the communication range, nc cannot detect it anymore
and thus, it cannot reply a query result.

In this paper, we focus on the location-sensitive query for both static
and mobile POIs and their corresponding query processing techniques
in MANETs.

4. Validity region sensitive query

In the VRSense, we first propose four validity region-based query
processing schemes with static POIs in MANETs.We also enhance and
vary one of our proposed schemes for performance comparison.

4.1. Validity region

Although the mobility of query replying node does not affect the
validity of query result in a time-insensitive query, it becomes an issue
when a query issuing node needs to rebroadcast the same query. A
periodic query rebroadcast may not be the best solution because of its
redundancy that can lead to the flooding and significant energy con-
sumption. In light of this, we deploy a validity region based query
processing approach in MANETs. The validity region is an area where a
query result remains the same as long as a query issuing node is located
within the area. A network is virtually divided into a set of grids, where
each square region is called cell and has the same size. Since each node
is equipped with an on-board GPS, it knows the current location and
corresponding cell.Thus, the query issuing node can rebroadcast the
query only when it moves out of the validity region.

In this paper, we propose how to approximate a validity region and
its corresponding query processing operation to minimize the number

of queries broadcasted: (i) rectangle based (Rect) and (ii) convex hull
based (Conv) approaches. First, the basic idea of Rect is to set a validity
region based on the locations of query issuing node and query replying
nodes.When a node receives a query broadcasted from a query issuing
node, it replies a query result piggybacked with its current
location.Whenever the query issuing node receives a query result, it sets
a rectangle having a diagonal line connecting from the current location
of query issuing node and to the location of query replying node.All the
corresponding cells that cover the rectangle are considered as a part of
validity region, and the query issuing nodes only store the list of cell ids.
For example, suppose na generates a query, broadcasts it, and receives
its query results from nb to nh as shown in Fig. 4(a).Then na constructs a
set of rectangles and finds the corresponding cells that cover the rec-
tangles.Note that the constructed rectangles based on the locations of
query replying nodes, nb and nc, can have the overlapped cells. The Rect
is simple but its overall shape of validity region is an irregular polygon
that often contains either any length of sides or size of angles.In
Fig. 5(a) and (c), we snapshot the shapes of validity region when a
query issuing node approximates. This implies that the query issuing
node can easily be out of the validity region while it is moving and thus,
it may need to frequently rebroadcast a query.

Second, in the Conv, we deploy the convex hull algorithm to ap-
proximate a validity region, where a convex hull is the smallest convex
polygon containing a given set of points in a two-dimensional area [23].
Similar to the rectangle based approach, when a node receives a query
and finds a queried POI, it replies a query result piggybacked with its
current location. After receiving all query results, a query issuing node
builds a polygon as a validity region based on the locations of query
replying nodes. Note that we use the Graham-Scan based method [23]
to construct a validity region.We initially choose a location with the
minimum x- and y- coordinates, sort the rest of locations based on the
angle to the location in counterclockwise order. Then the initially
chosen location is connected with a location with the minimum angle.
We keep incrementally connecting the locations only if they are located
to the counterclockwise of the line connecting previous two locations.
For example, na builds a polygon with the locations of query replying
nodes (nb to nh) using the convex hull algorithm as shown in Fig. 4(b).
All the corresponding cells that cover the polygon are considered as the
validity region. The Conv is also simple but its validity region includes
more cells compared to that of the Rect. More importantly, the overall
shape of validity region is less irregular and closer to a circle as shown
in Fig. 5(b) and (d). This may reduce the number of queries generated
and broadcasted while the query issuing node is moving. The major
operation of Conv is summarized in Fig. 6.

In summary, when a query issuing node generates a query, the

Fig. 3. A location-sensitive query for a static or mobile POI.
Fig. 4. A rectangle based validity region consists of cells (marked by yellow) located
within the rectangles (marked by red) based on the locations of query replying nodes
(marked by gray circle). However, a convex hull based validity region has more cells
(marked by orange for additional cells) than that of the rectangle based approach. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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query is limited to be flooded up to the maximum number of hops
(hmax ).When a node closely located to the POI receives the query, it
sends a reply directly or indirectly via multi-hop relays. Upon receiving
the reply, the query issuing node initiates to build a validity region
based on the locations of replying nodes using the Rect or Conv.If the
query issuing node is out of bound of the validity region due to its
mobility, it generates a query again. The major operation of query
processing is also summarized in Fig. 7.

4.2. Enhancements

In the Conv, a query issuing node may not create a validity region if
the number of replies is not enough. Due to the network condition, the
node may experience a delay even before creating the validity region.
Since the node does not know when and how many replies will arrive, it
may blindly wait for the replies which are in fact dropped during the
transmission. A query can also be dropped during the transmission.
Thus, we propose an adaptive approach by combining both Rect and
Conv, called as Adapt, to promptly build the validity region. In the
Adapt, when a query issuing node receives the first reply, it im-
mediately builds an initial validity region by conducting the Rect.Then
the node keeps extending the validity region upon receiving the

Fig. 5. A snapshot of validity region. We
experiment with 100 nodes (marked by a
circle), q as the query issuing node (marked
by a star) and POIs (marked by a triangle) in
a network, where nodes are uniformly dis-
tributed and move according to the random
waypoint mobility, 1.0 m/sec. We show a
set of validity regions at the initial (t =
0 sec) and after t = 250 sec using rectangle
and convex hull based approaches, respec-
tively.

Fig. 6. The event-driven pseudo code of convex hull based validity region.

Fig. 7. The event-driven pseudo code of proposed query processing.
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following replies while it receives enough number of replies to build a
validity region based on the Conv.

Note that the proposed three approaches (Rect, Conv, and Adapt)
use a static validity region and its shape does not change once a query
issuing node builds the validity region. However, the node will ulti-
mately move out of the bound of validity region because of its mobility
and thus, it will generate a query again.In this paper, we also propose a
scheme to update the validity region, called Adapt:Ovhr, to reduce the
number of queries.The basic idea is to update the current validity re-
gion by opportunistically utilizing the overheard on-flying replies. In
the Adapt:Ovhr, the node initially builds a validity region based on the
Adapt, in which the validity region can be shaped combining by the
Rect or Conv depending on the number of received replies. When the
node overhears a reply forwarded back to another query issuing node, if
the reply contains the same POI what the node queried, it updates the
current validity region by including the location of the query replying
node. Here, the node filters the location and only considers it that is out
of the current validity region. The benefit of this Adapt:Ovhr is that the
node can update the validity region toward the way where it moves,
stay more time within the validity region, and save the number of
queries.

For example, a query issuing node (e.g., na) has built a validity re-
gion and moved to a new location in Fig. 8(a).Another query issuing
node (e.g., nd) generates a query and a node (e.g., nc) closely located to
a POI sends a reply back to nd. An intermediate node (e.g., nb) forwards
the received reply from nc to nd.na can overhear and check the reply
whether it contains the same type of POI what na queried before.If so, na
updates its validity region by including the location of query replying
node, nc, in Fig. 8(b). In addition, as na moves, the location that be-
comes far away will be removed from the validity region.

4.3. Variant

In addition, we modify a safe exit algorithm [20] deployed in an
infrastructure-based road network to work in MANETs, called Greedy,
for the purpose of performance comparison. The Greedy is used as the
performance lower bound. Here, the safe exit algorithm uses the Eu-
clidean distance between a query issuing node and its queried POIs to
determine when to regenerate a query for updating the query results. In
the Greedy, we assume a centralized server that is aware of the network
topology in a real-time manner. When a query issuing node generates a
query, it sends the query to the server directly.The server ideally replies
all the locations of neighbor nodes located within the maximum dis-
tance of three hops (dmax , i.e., hmax × r) from the query issuing node.
Here, r is the radio transmission range. Whenever the query issuing
node moves, it keeps recalculating the distances to the locations of
query replying nodes whether it is still within the distance. In this
paper, unlike the Greedy, the proposed strategies use a list of virtual
cells corresponding to the validity region. Thus, a query issuing node
only remembers a list of cell ids involved in its validity region, com-
pares the current cell whether it is in the list, and determines when to
generate a query again.

5. Validity region sensitive query with mobile point of interests

In the VRSense, we also extend the proposed query processing
strategies for mobile POIs. We first observe the mobility of POIs and its
impact on the validity region and then present two techniques to reset
the validity region accordingly.

5.1. Mobile POIs vs. validity region

In the proposed query processing strategies, we implicitly assume
static POIs that do not move or do not move in a short period time.A
query replying node detects a queried POI located within its commu-
nication range and replies the current location as a query result to a
query issuing node. Since the queried POI is stationary, a validity region
built with the locations of query replying nodes is not reset until the
query issuing node moves out of the validity region. In fact, the mo-
bility of query replying nodes does not affect in building the validity
region when it needs to be reset in order to update the query result.

We need to relax this assumption by considering the mobility of
POIs and observe its impact on the validity region.Since each query
replying node detects the queried POI located within its communication
range, the basic idea is to determine whether the queried POI stays
within or moves out of the communication range of query replying
node. If the queried POI moves out of the boundary of communication
range, the location initially sent by the query replying node is not valid
anymore. Thus, the original validity region built with the location
should be updated in order to refresh the query result. For example, we
observe the mobility of POIs and show the snapshots of validity region
in Fig. 9. We experiment with both Rect and Conv under a 200 ×
500 m2 rectangle network, where 100 nodes and 200 POIs with 20 POI
types are uniformly distributed. A node (q) generates a query for one of
POIs and builds a validity region with the locations replied by a set of
query replying nodes. Here, all nodes and the part of POIs (e.g., 10% of
total number of POIs) move according to the random waypoint mobi-
lity. Fig. 9(a) to (c) and (d) to (f) show the snapshots of validity regions
built by the Rect and Conv, respectively. Initial validity regions are
formed in Fig. 9(a) and (d), and they remain same because the query
issuing node believes that it is still within the validity region in Fig. 9(b)
and (e). However, a part of queried POIs has moved out of the com-
munication range of the query replying nodes and thus, the locations
originally sent to the query issuing node for building an initial validity
region become invalid. In Fig. 9(b) and (e), we reset the validity regions
based on the updated locations of node and POIs and observe that the
query issuing node is already out of the validity region. This indicates
that the query issuing node should have generated a new query earlier
to update the query result.

In summary, it is non-trivial or requires heavy communication
overhead for the query issuing node to keep track of all the locations of
mobile POIs what the query replying nodes have detected. The mobility
of POIs can affect the shape of validity region. For example, the size of
newly built validity regions (see Fig. 9(c) and (f)) becomes smaller than
that of originally built validity regions (see Fig. 9(c) and (f)). Since the
query replying nodes also move, the query issuing node does not know
when the validity region should be reset and whether it is still located
within the validity region. Thus, the validity region built with static
POIs should be refined in the presence of mobile POIs.

5.2. Flexible validity region

We propose how to approximate a validity region and its corre-
sponding query processing strategies with mobile POIs. The basic idea
of the first approach is to reduce the size of validity region, called
Reduce. The rationale behind this approach is that a query issuing node
may need to generate a query again to update the query result even
though it is located within the validity region, which is built based on
static POIs.As we can observe in Fig. 9(c) and (f)), however, the query

Fig. 8. A validity region is adaptively updated by opportunistically overhearing a reply
forwarded to another querying-issuing node.
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issuing node is not aware of whether it is already located out of the
validity region and misses to send a query. There is a tradeoff between
the size of validity region and the accuracy of query result.With the
reduced validity region, the query issuing node frequently generates a
query to update the query result but the query traffic increases. For
example, we depict the reduced validity regions based on the Rect and
Conv, called Reduce:Rect and Reduce:Conv, respectively in Fig. 10. In
Fig. 10(a), a query issuing node (na) sets a reduced validity region based
on the locations of query replying nodes, single-hop away from the
query issuing node. In prior validity region based on the Rect (see
Fig. 4(a)), the query replying nodes located two or three hops away are
involved in building the validity region.Thus, the Reduce:Rect sets a
smaller validity region, where a set of cells (marked by gray) is not used
in the reduced validity region. Similarly the Reduce:Conv shows a re-
duced validity region in Fig. 10(b), where additional cells (marked by
orange) are shown compared to the validity region built by the Re-
duce:Rect. The Reduce:Conv loses more cells than that of the Re-
duce:Rect in the reduced validity region compared to the original va-
lidity region. The second approach is to assign a re-query probability
(pqry) to each cell located within the validity region, called Prob.The
basic idea is when a query issuing node moves and becomes closer to
the boundary of validity region, it has a higher probability of re-issuing

a query to re-build the validity region.In the Prob, the query issuing
node does not blindly wait until it moves out of the validity region, but
it pro-actively updates the validity region. This is because when the
query issuing node is located close to the boundary of validity region, it
might be already located out of the validity region due to the mobility
of POIs (see Fig. 9(c) and (f)). For example, when a query issuing node
(na) sets a validity region based on the Conv as shown in Fig. 11(a), it
assigns pqry to each cell within the validity region. Whenever the query
issuing node moves and visits a cell, it generates a random number
(e.g., rand[0, 1]), compares the number with pqry assigned, and decides
whether to reset the validity region by re-issuing a query.

In this paper, pqry is assigned to each cell based on its relative lo-
cation within the validity region. The inner and outer located cells are
assigned higher and lower pqry, respectively. Here, pqry is equal to 1 for
the cells located out of the validity region. This implies that the query
issuing node always re-issues a query when it moves out of the validity
region. In order to identify the relative location, we group the cells
located from the boundary of validity region in a ring-based manner in
Fig. 11(b). For example, a set of cells located at the boundary of validity
region is considered as the same group and is assigned the same pqry.
That is, cells located in ith ring (gi) have the same pqry, where i ranges
from 1 to the total number of rings (e.g., r = 3). Similarly we continue
to group the cells located in the next inner ring until there is no more
cell left in the validity region. Then pqry of each cell located in ith ring is
calculated as,

= + −
+ +p g r i

r
d( ) ( 1)

( 1)
·log ,qry i r

2 2

2 1 (1)

where d is r - i′ + 1. Here, i′ is the ring number of cell where the query
issuing node is currently located in. In Fig. 11(c), we calculate pqry when
the query issuing node is located in the center of validity region (e.g., i′
= 3). Overall pqry are low because the query issuing node is far away
from the boundary of validity region. However, pqry increases when the
query issuing node is located close to the boundary (e.g., i′ = 1) in
Fig. 11(d).

We also group cells from the center to the boundary of validity

Fig. 9. Snapshots of initial validity region (Fig. (a) and (d)), original validity region after time elapse (Fig. (b) and (e)), and updated validity region (Fig. (c) and (f)). Here, locations of
original query issuing node (q) and its replying nodes are marked by a black star and black circle, respectively. The current location of query issuing node is marked by a red star. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 10. The size of validity regions have been reduced with the Rect (Reduce:Rect) and
Conv (Reduce:Conv), respectively.A set of cells (marked by gray) that was originally in-
volved in the validity region is not belong to the reduced validity region anymore.
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region in a ring-based manner in Fig. 11(e). Since the shape of validity
region is often not a circle but a polygon, more number of groups with
smaller number of cells are observed, e.g., r = 5. In this grouping, we
calculate pqry of each cell located in ith ring differently using Eq. 2,
where |gi| and s are the number of cells located in the ith ring and the
total number of cells located in the validity region, respectively. w is a
weight factor and is initially set to 0.5.
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Here, i′′ denotes the first ring number i that satisfies ≤ +g g ,i i 1
showing that the number of cells of outer ring is less than that of the
inner ring. As the number of ring increases, the number of cells in the
ring (i.e., ith ring) decreases because of the irregular shape of validity
region. This indicates that the cells located in the outer ring are often
located in the boundary of validity region, and thus higher pqry is as-
signed.In addition, the cells located in the inner ring (e.g., see 3rd ring
in Fig. 11(e)) can be located in the boundary of validity region, and thus
Max(pqry(gi)) is assigned, where i ranges from one to r. In Fig. 11(f), we
calculate pqry when the query issuing node is located in the center of
validity region. The pqry of inner cells is smaller compared to those
shown in Fig. 11(c) and (d). In this paper, we deploy Eq. 2 to calculate

pqry.
The major operations of Prob is summarized in Fig. 12.

6. Performance evaluation

We evaluate and compare the performance of proposed query pro-
cessing strategies with both static and mobile POIs by changing key
simulation parameters in MANETs.

6.1. Simulation testbed

We developed a customized discrete-event driven simulator by
using the OMNeT++ [21]. A 200 × 500m2 rectangle network is
deployed, where 100 nodes are uniformly distributed. The network is
virtually divided into a set of grids, where each square cell size (csize) is
set to 10 × 10m2. We also vary the cell size set to 5 × 5m2 or
20 × 20m2, and use 10 × 10m2 cell size by default unless otherwise
specified. Each node is equipped with an on-board GPS receiver and is
aware of the current location. The radio transmission range (r) is as-
sumed to be 50m, and the two-ray ground propagation channel is as-
sumed with a data rate of 2Mbps. We deploy a simple CSMA/CA based
medium access for the link layer. In this paper, we set the maximum
number of hops for query propagation (dmax ) as three in order to limit
unnecessary query propagation that may cause the broadcast storm
problem [24]. Note that there is a performance tradeoff depending on
the dmax . For example, if dmax becomes smaller, a query issuing node
may fail to receive any query reply or may not receive enough number
of query replies to build a validity region. If dmax becomes larger,
however, a query issuing node may receive redundant query replies and
incur significant query traffic that can also interrupt other query op-
erations. Here, dmax can be set differently and changed adaptively
based on the requirement of query operations but it is out of scope of
this paper.

The POIs are uniformly distributed in the network, where the total
number of POIs and POI types (POItype) are set to 200 and 20, respec-
tively. Each node generates a query with the maximum number of POI
types (Qtype) for POIs, i.e., Qtype is set to three or eight. For example, if
Qtype is three, a query issuing node queries with three types of POIs in
the network, where any node who can find a POI with any one of three
types can reply. The more Qtype is set, the more queried POIs the node
receives. The query is limited and flooded up to three hops (hmax ) to
reduce the network traffic and its queried data size is set to 16 Kbits.
Note that since each node does not re-generate a query as far as it is

Fig. 12. The event-driven pseudo code of Prob.

Fig. 11. A set of re-query probabilities is assigned to each cell located within the validity
region, set by the Conv.
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located within its validity region, it does not follow a periodic query
arrival pattern. The random waypoint mobility model [25] is used to
simulate the node mobility with a node speed from 2 to 10m/s for static
POIs. In case of mobile POIs, the speed of both node and POI are fixed
to 2m/s.A pause time is between 0 to 50 s. With this mobility model,
each node travels toward a randomly selected destination in the net-
work.After the node arrives at the destination, it pauses for the pre-
determined period of time and travels toward another randomly se-
lected destination. 10% of total number of POIs are mobile and follow
the random waypoint mobility model.

For performance evaluation, we repeat the simulation 10 times by

changing random seed numbers that primarily affect network topology,
node mobility, and POI position. Each simulation runs up to 1000
seconds. The results are collected using 90% confidence interval and
the predicted values lie within 10% of the mean. Due to the lack of
space2, we do not include the confidence interval in Figs. 13–15 but
include in Figs. 17 and 18. We consider four major performance metrics
in the presence of static and mobile POIs in MANETs: average number

Fig. 13. The number of queries generated
against the number of POI types, node ve-
locity, and cell size.

2 In Figs. 13–15, five approaches are compared with five different velocities presenting
total 25 bar graphs. Due to the lack of space within the graphs, we do not include the
confidence interval in these figures but the same performance trend is observed.
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of queries; average time spent in validity region; total time spent in
validity region; and number of overheard packets.

6.2. Impact of static POIs

We evaluate the performance of proposed four query processing
strategies with static POIs in terms of the number of queries, time
period spent in validity region, and percent of time spent in validity
region: rectangle based (Rect), convex hull based (Conv), adaptive
(Adapt), adaptive with overhearing (Adapt:Ovhr). We also modify a
recent safe exit algorithm [20] deployed in an infrastructure-based
network to work in MANETs, called Greedy, for performance compar-
ison. We vary the number of POI types, grid size, and node velocity.

Number of queries: We measure the number of queries what each
node generates for entire simulation time in Fig. 13. In Fig. 13(a), the
Greedy shows the highest number of queries compared to other sche-
mes.In the Greedy, a query issuing node receives the replies from more
number of neighbor nodes located within dmax in low velocity, com-
pared to the case in high velocity. Whenever the query issuing node
moves, it re-computes the distance to each query replying nodes and
regenerates a query if there is any distance over dmax .Since the query
issuing node computes the distance to more number of query replying
nodes in low velocity, it is frequently over dmax while it moves and
generates more number of queries compared to the case in high velo-
city.Thus, the number of queries is reduced as the velocity increases.
Unlike the Greedy, all the Rect, Conv, Adapt, and Adapt:Ovhr use a
validity region based on the virtual cell and they are not sensitive to the
distance to individual query replying nodes. The Rect shows higher
number of queries than that of the rest of three schemes because it
creates a validity region with an irregular polygon. A query issuing
node may move out of the bound of validity region. However, the Conv
can build a validity region with a less irregular polygon than that of the
Rect and shows the lowest number of queries. In Fig. 13(b), with higher
Qtype, a query issuing node can receive more number of query replies.
The number of queries slightly reduces in the Rect, Conv, Adapt, and
Adapt:Ovhr for entire velocities. In addition, we observe the impact of
cell size on the number of queries in Fig. 13(c) to (f). When the cell size
becomes smaller in Fig. 13(c) and (d), the number of queries increases
in all schemes because the size of validity region becomes smaller.
Thus, the query issuing node may move out of the bound of validity
region more often and generate a query again. In case of the larger cell
size in Fig. 13(e) and (f), however, overall number of queries decrease
in all schemes because the size of validity region becomes larger.

Average time spent in validity region: We measure the time
period how long a query issuing node stays within its validity region in
Fig. 14. In Fig. 14(a), the Conv shows the longest time period in low
velocity, i.e., 2 m/s. Since a query issuing node receives the replies from
more number of neighbor nodes in low velocity, it can create a validity
region with a less irregular polygon compared to that of the Rect. Both
Adapt and Adapt:Ovhr also show the similar performance because they
are based on the Conv. As the velocity increases, the Adapt:Ovhr shows
the longest time period because a query issuing node adaptively ex-
pands its validity region toward the way where it moves by opportu-
nistically overhearing on-flying query replies. Thus, the query issuing
node can stay in the validity region for longer period. With higher Qtype

in Fig. 14(b), the time period increases for entire velocities because a
query issuing node receives more replies and it can create a validity
region with regular polygon, e.g., closer to a circle. Note that the
Greedy shows the shortest time period for entire velocities. Since the
distance from a query issuing node to any query replying node fre-
quently is over dmax , the query issuing node stays less time period in its
validity region and generates more queries (see also Fig. 13). In
Fig. 14(c) to (f), we measure the impact of cell size on the time period
spent within the validity region.When the cell size is larger (see
Fig. 14(e) and (f)), overall time period increase significantly compared
to that of smaller cell size (see Fig. 14(a) to (d)). This is because the

query issuing node located in the validity region consisting of larger
cells receives the less effect of mobility in terms of velocity. Thus, the
query issuing node stays longer in the validity region.

Percentage of time spent in validity region We measure the
percentage of time period how long a query issuing node stays in its
validity region for entire simulation time in Fig. 15. The Greedy shows
the highest percentage for entire velocities and Qtype in both Fig. 15(a)
and (b).In the Greedy, although a query issuing node stays in its validity
region for a short period time (see also Fig. 14), it regenerates a query
and quickly builds another validity region through a centralized server.
This can keep the query issuing node staying almost always in the va-
lidity region. In Fig. 15(a), the Adapt:Ovhr shows the second highest
percentage for entire velocities. In Fig. 15 (b), the Adapt:Ovhr shows
lower performance than that of the Rect in low velocity but shows
better performance as the velocity increase. This is because the validity
region is adaptively extended based on the overhearing of on-flying
queries. Note that the Rect shows higher percentage than that of the
Conv and Adapt. In the Rect, a query issuing node can begin to create its
validity region immediately after receiving the first reply. Then the
query issuing node incrementally expands the validity region whenever
it receives any following reply. In the Conv, however, the query issuing
node may experience a delay before creating its validity region because
it has to wait to receive at least three replies based on the convex hull
algorithm. Fig. 15 (c) to (f) show the impact of cell size on the per-
centage of time period spent within the validity region. In smaller cell
size (see Fig. 15 (c) and (d)), overall percentages decrease because the
size of validity region becomes smaller. The Adapt:Ovhr does not affect
much by the smaller cell size but the percentage increases as the ve-
locity increases.Due to the overhearing, the Adapt:Ovhr also increases
the percentage as Qtype increases because of more chances in receiving
on-flying queries. In larger cell size (see Fig. 15 (e) and (f)), overall
percentages increase because the size of validity region becomes larger.
In the Adapt:Ovhr, the percentage does not increase much as the ve-
locity increases, because the validity region does not expand much.
Since most locations of overheard queries are found in the current va-
lidity region, the query issuing node does not expand the region.

We also measure the number of overheard packets by changing the
number of POI types and velocities in the Adapt:Ovhr. As shown in
Fig. 16, the node mobility helps to overhear more number of query
replies in the network, but the number of POI types does not affect
much to the performance. As the velocity increases, each query issuing
node can opportunistically overhear more on-flying replies and stay
longer within the validity region by adaptively extending it.

6.3. Impact of mobile POIs

We evaluate the performance of proposed two techniques in
forming validity region and their corresponding four query processing
strategies with mobile POIs in terms of a number of queries, total time
spent in validity region, and average time spent in validity region: re-
duced (Reduce – Rect/Conv/Adapt/Adapt:Ovhr) and probabilistic (Prob –
Rect/Conv/Adapt/Adapt:Ovhr). Here, both csize and Qtype are set by de-
fault, 10 × 10m2 and 8, respectively. 10% of total POIs are assigned as
mobile POIs. The speed of both node and mobile POI are set to 2m/s.
The Greedy is used as the performance lower bound for comparison.

First, we apply the Reduce to five different strategies and experi-
ment them by changing the number of hops in query propagation in
Fig. 17. If a query is propagated more number of hops, more number of
nodes located around a query issuing node can response it, and thus the
size of corresponding validity region becomes larger.In Fig. 17(a), as
the number of hops increases, the number of queries decreases because
the size of validity region increases. In particular, since the validity
region set by the Adapt:Ovhr is affected by the number query replying
nodes and overheard queries, the number of queries decreases rapidly.
In Fig. 17(b), overall average time period spent within the validity re-
gion increase as the number of hops increases, because the size of
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validity region becomes larger. The Adapt:Ovhr shows the longest time
because the validity region can be expanded based on overheard
queries. When the number of hops is one, all strategies except the
Greedy show no difference because their sizes of validity region are
similar based on the same location of query replying nodes. In
Fig. 17(c), as the number of hops increases, overall percentage of time
period for query issuing node staying within the validity region slightly
increase.Due to the size of validity region based on the number of hops,
both Adapt:Ovhr and Rect show higher percentage than that of both
Adapt and Conv. Note that the performance of Adapt:Ovhr does not
affect much by the number of hops because the query issuing node
expands its validity region based on overheard queries during the

movement.
Second, we experiment the Prob using the Eq. 2 in Fig. 18. In

Fig. 18(a), the Prob increases the number of queries of all strategies,
compared to the case without applying the Prob, called Without-Prob.
Whenever the query issuing node visits new cell located in the validity
region, it generates a random number and compares with the pqry ( <
1) assigned to the cell. Thus, the query issuing node may generate a new
query even without moving out of the validity region. Both Rect and
Adapt:Ovhr show higher number of queries than that of both Conv and
Adapt. Since both Rect and Adapt:Ovhr have larger validity region than
that of both Conv and Adapt, the query issuing node has more chances
to generate a new query while moving. In Fig. 18(b), the Prob decreases

Fig. 14. The time period spent within the
validity region against the number of POI
types, node velocity, and cell size.
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the time period spent in the validity region of all strategies when using
the Eq. 2, compared to the Without-Prob. In particular, the time period
of Adapt:Ovhr decreases significantly. Since the query issuing node
expands the validity region based on overheard queries, the Adapt:Ovhr
shows the longest time period in the Without-Prob. Due to the mobile
POIs, however, the query issuing node may not aware of that it already
has been located out of the validity region without re-issuing a query, as
we observed in Fig. 9. The Prob can reduce the number of missing
queries by pro-actively re-issuing a query based on the pqry assigned in
each cell, leading to the lower time period. In Fig. 18(c), the Prob
slightly decreases the percentage of time period for all strategies. Due to
the expanding of validity region based on overheard queries, the

Adapt:Ovhr does not affect much by the Prob but its percentage slightly
decreases.

7. Discussion

In this section, we further identify two major issues in order to see
the full potential of the proposed query processing strategies. We also
summarize the cons and pros of the proposed query processing strate-
gies, present other related issues, and compare them with prior region-
based query processing strategies proposed under different environ-
ments [15,19,20,26].

Fig. 15. The percentage of time period spent
within the validity region against the
number of POI types, node velocity, and cell
size.
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7.1. Obsolete validity region

For mobile POIs, we approximate a validity region in best effort to
reduce the number of queries and its corresponding query traffic in
MANETs. Due to the non-negligible communication overhead for a
query issuing node to track a queried POI, the validity region is not
frequently updated according to the mobility of queried POI. As we can
see in Fig. 9(c) and (f), the query issuing node might be located out of
the validity region already but re-issue a query too late. Since the in-
itially built validity region becomes obsolete, it is a critical issue either
to efficiently approximate the validity region or update the query is-
suing node to aware when to re-issue a query in a timely manner. First,
in order to enhance the accuracy of validity region, the query issuing
node can periodically re-issue a query to update the validity region but
this simple approach may occur a significant query traffic. Instead each
query replying node can observe the direction of queried POI located
with its communication range and return its location with an adjust-
ment as a query result.For example, if the queried POI moves toward
the east, the query replying node tries to estimate the location and
replies by adding the adjustment. The location of queried POI would be
more accurate if the query issuing node can correctly measure the speed
of queried POI, but this may require additional equipment. Second,
each query replying node can periodically provide an updated location
of queried POI to the query issuing node by observing the queried POI
even after returning its initial query result. The queried POI can be
moved in and out from the communication range of query replying
node. Thus, we plan to investigate how frequently the location of
queried POI should be reported to the query issuing node and how
adaptively adjust the validity region accordingly. We also plan to

investigate the impact of validity region by considering a group mobi-
lity (e.g., platoon mobility) and diverse query patterns and types (e.g.,
time-sensitive).

7.2. Variable communication range based validity region

In this paper, we implicitly assume that all nodes have the same
communication range. We need to relax this assumption by considering
variable transmission power levels, often witnessed in the CISCO
Aironet 340 and 350 series, Wi-Fi networks [27], and energy harvesting
motivated networks (EHNets) [28]. Multiple communication ranges can
lead to asymmetric links and affect in building the validity region.For
example, a query issuing node may not receive all query replies from
query replying nodes.A query replying node may choose a different
route to deliver a query result to reach the query issuing node. The
replying nodes with extended communication range may also affect the
shape of validity region. Thus, the query issuing node needs to selec-
tively choose the results of query replying nodes to efficiently build the
validity region that can maximize the current query performance.

7.3. Other issues

We propose a framework for querying POIs based on a validity re-
gion in MANETs. Unlike prior region-based approaches [15,18–20], the
proposed query processing strategies consider both static and mobile
POIs and provide their associated query operations. Compared to a
static validity region, both Reduce and Prob try to approximate a va-
lidity region for mobile POIs that often lead initially built validity re-
gion obsolete. Our approaches can reduce the number of redundant
queries and thus reduce query traffic. Due to the broadcast nature in
wireless networks, however, a query and its corresponding query reply
can often be collided with any on-flying packet during the propagation
in the network. Then the number of received query replies can be re-
duced and it can ultimately affect a validity region. In this paper, we
use a simple CSMA/CA based medium access in order to clearly see the
impact of validity region and its associated query operations. We be-
lieve that a better medium access control (MAC) protocol can reduce
the number of collisions but it is out of scope of this paper.

We also compare the proposed query processing strategies with
prior region-based approaches and summarize them in terms of five key
aspects in Table 1. Note that the performance of prior region-based
approaches cannot directly be compared without significant modifica-
tions because of inherently different network setup and computation
method, such as VANET or centralized approach. In addition, unlike
simulation-based experiments, we plan to design and develop a small-
scale testbed for real experiments to explore any further potential re-
search issue.

Fig. 16. The number of overheard packets against the number of POI types and node
velocity.

Fig. 17. The Reduce is applied to five difference strategies and their performance is measured by changing of number hops in query propagation.
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8. Concluding remarks

In this paper, we investigated validity region sensitive query pro-
cessing strategies to efficiently reduce the number of queries and up-
date the freshness of queried data in MANETs. We first proposed basic
rectangle and convex hull based validity regions and their corre-
sponding query processing operations for static POIs.Then we extended
them by combining rectangle and convex hull techniques and con-
sidering an opportunistic overhearing. In addition, we approximated
the validity region and proposed two techniques in forming validity
region and their corresponding query processing operations for mobile
POIs. We conducted extensive simulation based experiments and per-
formance study and showed that the proposed query processing stra-
tegies can be a viable querying approach in MANETs.
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Fig. 18. The Prob is applied to five difference strategies and their performance is measured using the Eq. 2.

Table 1
The comparison¶ of region-based query processing strategies proposed under different environments.

Scheme POI Mobility Update frequency Computation Formation Network

Safe Exit Point [20] Static Once Centralized Sum of exit points VANET
Extended Range Safe Region [15] Mobile Once Centralized Intersection of regions MANET
MWPSR [19] Static Once Centralized Rectangle regions MANET
Voronoi Diagram [26] Static Once Centralized Intersection of regions VANET
Rect/Conv/Adapt/Adapt:Ovhr [22] Static Once Distributed Sum of virtual cells MANET
Reduced – Rect/Conv/Adapt/Adapt:Ovhr Static & Mobile Once Distributed Sum of virtual cells MANET
Prob – Rect/Conv/Adapt/Adapt:Ovhr Static & Mobile Multiple Distributed Sum of virtual cells MANET

¶ In this paper, we compare the proposed query processing strategies with prior approaches in terms of five aspects.
(i) POI Mobility:The mobility of POIs in the network, where Mobile implies that a part of POIs moves; (ii) Update Frequency:
How often does the query issuing node update its validity region before it moves out of the validity region. Once implies that the query issuing node initially builds a validity region and
then never update it.Multiple implies that the query issuing node updates the validity region more than once, such as the query issuing node decides whether to reset a new validity region
whenever it visits a new cell within the validity region in the Prob; (ii) Computation:
Who computes a valdiity region. Centralized implies that a centralized server or an individual node builds a validity region, but Distributed is when a set of nodes cooperatively builds a
validity region; (iv) Formation:
What is a validity region consisted of. In [20], a validity region is a set of points that is a certain distance away from the query issuing node and is all located on the roads; (v) Network:
A network type, where a validity region is deployed.
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